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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am deeply honored to give this lecture today in the name of Dr. Bonica, who was a pioneer in pain research and clinical care and whose work laid the foundation for many of the pain treatments currently in use today. He truly was the father in the field of pain.  His appreciation for the complexity of chronic pain inspired him to develop and implement the Multidisciplinary Pain Center where various disciplines collaborate in assessing and treating the individual in pain, addressing the “whole person” including the suffering and disability caused by pain.  He consulted across the world, developed training programs for trainees as all levels, was an early advocate of translational research, lobbied for pain at the NIH and the WHO, and founded professional societies that have, and continue to, benefit many new professionals interested in the understanding and treatment of pain.



Disclosures

• NIH funding supported much of the work I will 
describe

• No other disclosures
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Objectives:  Pain-related suffering
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bonica early on identified pain-related suffering as an important outcome of pain treatment, one that required careful and systematic consideration and demanded multidisciplinary collaboration 



Catastrophizing triggered by pain

• Beliefs about pain
– Threat, Helplessness, 

Pessimism
– “I become afraid that the pain 

will get worse”
• Attention to pain

– Magnification, Exaggeration, 
Hypervigilance

– “I can’t seem to keep it out of 
my mind”

• Negative Emotions
– Anxiety, Depression, 

Rumination
– “I worry about whether it will 

end” 



Pain Catastrophizing 
Develops Early

• Data suggest that 
CAT develops early in 
healthy people
– We see CAT in 

children and 
adolescents
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CAT is a risk factor that
people bring to acute pain



• Review findings on the effects of pain 
catastrophizing on various pain outcomes

• Identify pathophysiological mechanisms linking 
pain catastrophizing to clinical outcomes

• Discuss recent controversies and misconceptions 
about pain catastrophizing
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Objectives

• Review findings on the effects of pain 
catastrophizing on various clinical outcomes
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Figure 2 from Finan et al., Arthirtis & Rheumatism, 2013, 65: 363-372 

N=24 N=32 N=27

N=30

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pts met ACR criteria for knee osteoarthtiris based on history and radiographic findingsKG = Kellgren/Lawrence scale (graded from 0-4; in this sample, pts in this study were required to have score > 1)Pts reported > 2 on 0-10 pain scale on near-daily basis (>4 days/ week) for 6 months or longer



Catastrophizing predicts 
persistence of pain1,2,3

1Haythornthwaite et al. Pain coping strategies play a role in the persistence of pain in PHN. Pain, 2003, 106:453.
2 Keefe et al., Coping with rheumatoid arthritis pain: Catastrophizing as a maladaptive strategy. Pain, 1989, 37: 51
3 Edwards et al., Catastrophizing and depressive symptoms … total knee replacement. Pain Res Manage, 2009, 14: 307

Design: 
Randomized, cross-
over clinical trial 
(N=68 PHN 
patients) with pain 
measured at 2 drug-
free baselines

Pain Pain 

Catastrophizing at Time 1 predicted pain at 8 weeks (Time 2),
beyond the effects of pain at Time 11  

Catastrophizing 

Time 1  → → → →    Time 2
 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of Dr. Raja’s clinical trial with post-herpetic neuralgia patients I mentioned earlier, we analyzed data from 2 drug-free baseline periods that occurred prior to beginning a study pain medication.  In these analyses, we were interested in identifying the longitudinal relationship between catastrophizing and reports of pain intensity in these elderly patients with PHN.  We found that catastrophizing measured at one point in time predicted the amount of pain reported 8 weeks later, over and above the expected relationship with baseline pain.  



Pain Catastrophizing
• Stable over relatively short periods of time 

(weeks or months)

Edwards et al., Pain Res Manage, 2009, 14: 307 

Healthy adults presenting
with acute pulpitis
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				Pain CAT

		Acute Pulpitis		1.5

		Pain Free		1.3

				To update the chart, enter data into this table. The data is automatically saved in the chart.







Pain Catastrophizing
• Stable over relatively short periods of time 

(weeks or months)
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Seniors undergoing
TKA



TMJ Pain on PalpationTMJ patients
Pain Clinic patients

Pain Catastrophizing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Here you see the type of individual differences we often see in groups of patients with chronically painful conditions.On the left is the distribution of scores we obtained when we measured catastrophizing in a group of patients with post-herpetic neuralgia, a painful condition that occurs in some individuals following a herpes zoster flare.  Dr. Srinvasa Raja and I collaborated with others in conducting a randomized clinical trial evaluating 2 medications – opioids and tricyclic antidepressants – in reducing the pain experienced by elderly patients with PHN. On the right is the distribution of scores we are seeing in an ongoing trial for patients with painful temporomandibular joint disorders.  Dr. Raja and I are collaborating with a group at the University of Maryland Dental School, including Dr. Ed Grace, in conducting a trial examining the separate and combined effects of psychological and pharmacological treatments for TMJ pain. Both groups show a typical pattern on catastrophizing scores – most people fall in the lower range but there are clearly individuals who are “high” on catastrophizing.  



SSc: Edwards et al., Clin J Pain, 2006, 22: 639; CPP& LBP: Heinberg et al., Pain, 2004, 108:88; PHN: 
Haythornthwaite et al., Pain, 2003, 106: 453; Pain Center: Buenaver et al., Pain, 2007, 127: 34 TMJ: R01 
DE13906 (NIH/NIDCR)   
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 We see, across many studies, laboratories, and clinical conditions, that scores on catastrophizing vary by age, sex, and the clinical settingTthe bar graphs on the right show data from clinical samples of individuals with chronically painful conditions.  In our PHN sample, we did see sex differences in catastrophizing, but are not seeing these differences in the sample seeking care for TMD in our ongoing trial.The last bar shows the average catastrophizing score from a sample of more than 2,000 individuals seeking treatment at a tertiary pain center in Chicago that Dr. Edwards is studying
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 We see, across many studies, laboratories, and clinical conditions, that scores on catastrophizing vary by age, sex, and the clinical settingTthe bar graphs on the right show data from clinical samples of individuals with chronically painful conditions.  In our PHN sample, we did see sex differences in catastrophizing, but are not seeing these differences in the sample seeking care for TMD in our ongoing trial.The last bar shows the average catastrophizing score from a sample of more than 2,000 individuals seeking treatment at a tertiary pain center in Chicago that Dr. Edwards is studying



SSc: Edwards et al., Clin J Pain, 2006, 22: 639; CPP& LBP: Heinberg et al., Pain, 2004, 108:88; PHN: 
Haythornthwaite et al., Pain, 2003, 106: 453; Pain Center: Buenaver et al., Pain, 2007, 127: 34 TMJ: R01 
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•There is some indication 
that catastrophizing scores 
increase with clinical 
severity/clinical setting of 
evaluation

• Is this related to duration of 
pain: as pain endures, does 
catastrophizing increase?

ns
ns

ns

nsp<.05

• Is this a selection process:  do 
patients with more catastrophizing 
fail treatment?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 We see, across many studies, laboratories, and clinical conditions, that scores on catastrophizing vary by age, sex, and the clinical settingTthe bar graphs on the right show data from clinical samples of individuals with chronically painful conditions.  In our PHN sample, we did see sex differences in catastrophizing, but are not seeing these differences in the sample seeking care for TMD in our ongoing trial.The last bar shows the average catastrophizing score from a sample of more than 2,000 individuals seeking treatment at a tertiary pain center in Chicago that Dr. Edwards is studying



• Trait Catastrophizing (When I feel pain....)
– Stable over relatively short periods of time

17

(Trait) Pain Catastrophizing



• Trait Catastrophizing
– Stable over relatively short periods of time
– Modest prediction of clinical pain outcomes

• Magnitude varies across clinical samples
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(Trait) Pain Catastrophizing



1Haythornthwaite et al. Pain coping strategies play a role in the persistence of pain in PHN. Pain, 2003, 106:453.
2 Keefe et al., Coping with rheumatoid arthritis pain: Catastrophizing as a maladaptive strategy. Pain, 1989, 37: 51

Design: Randomized, cross-over clinical trial (N=68 PHN patients) with 
pain measured at 2 drug-free baselines

Pain Pain 

Catastrophizing 

Time 1  → → → →    Time 2
 Total of 

31% of the 
variance in 
Time 2 pain

Only 6% for CAT

(Trait) Pain Catastrophizing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of Dr. Raja’s clinical trial with post-herpetic neuralgia patients I mentioned earlier, we analyzed data from 2 drug-free baseline periods that occurred prior to beginning a study pain medication.  In these analyses, we were interested in identifying the longitudinal relationship between catastrophizing and reports of pain intensity in these elderly patients with PHN.  We found that catastrophizing measured at one point in time predicted the amount of pain reported 8 weeks later, over and above the expected relationship with baseline pain.  



1 Edwards et al. Multimodal prediction of pain and functional outcomes 6 months.... BMC Musculoskelet Disord. 2022; 23: 302..

Cohort study of 
248 patients 
undergoing
Total Knee Arthroscopy
Followed out to 6 mos
Post-surgery.

30% pain > 3 at 6 mos

(Trait) Pain Catastrophizing

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8966339/


Objectives

• Review recent findings on the effects of pain 
catastrophizing on various clinical outcomes

• Identify pathophysiological mechanisms linking 
pain catastrophizing to clinical outcomes
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• Trait Catastrophizing
– Stable over relatively short periods of time
– Modest correlation to pain

• Magnitude varies across clinical samples
• No/inconsistent association with various measures of 

pain sensitivity in healthy volunteers

22

(Trait) Pain Catastrophizing



Male and female young, healthy adults : N=198
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(Trait) Pain Catastrophizing



Trait AND Situational
• Situational Catastrophizing (Specific 

thoughts in specific situation)
–  typically reflecting on distinct experience of pain 

(e.g., QST experience)
–  or can be obtained through daily diaries and 

relate to CAT that day
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Trait AND Situational
• Situational Catastrophizing (Specific 

thoughts in specific situation)
–  typically reflecting on distinct experience of pain 

(e.g., QST experience)
–  or can be obtained through daily diaries and 

relate to CAT that day
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In healthy subjects, does situational CAT predict outcomes?



Campbell et al., Changes in situation-specific pain CAT…J of Pain, 2010, 11: 876

Situational CAT       Pain

N=38 healthy adults

8.7
(10.1)

19.5
(16.3)

30.3
(23.2)

2.3
(2.9)

2.7
(3.4)

3.7
(3.9)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Topical capsaicin cream on handConstant heat (38o) is applied at time 1 – pain and cat rated -  then heat increased (42o) at time 2 – pain and cat rated at time 3



Campbell et al., Changes in situation-specific pain CAT…J of Pain, 2010, 11: 876

8.7
(10.1)

19.5
(16.3)

30.3
(23.2)

2.3
(2.9)

2.7
(3.4)

3.7
(3.9)

Situational CAT       Pain

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Update reference



N=38 healthy women, 49o C stimulus

Edwards et al., Pain-related catastrophizing… Clin J Pain, 2006, 22, 730-737

↑  Temporal summation

Situational CAT and pain modulation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Helpful to find anxiety and TS paper – riley/robinson, who???



+Catastrophizing Pain 
ratings

DNIC

↓Conditioned Pain Modulation

N= 35 healthy men and women

--

Goodin, et al., Associations between catastrophizing…J of Pain, 2009, 10, 180-190

CPM

Situational CAT and pain modulation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Helpful to find anxiety and TS paper – riley/robinson, who???



Quartana et al., J of Pain, 2010, 11: 186

Healthy (n= 22) and TMD (n=39) subjects
45 minutes after final awakening – morning peak

Situational CAT

HIGH CAT

LOW CAT: 
expected 
decline



Edwards et al., Association of catastrophizing with IL-6 responses to acute pain. Pain, 2008, 140: 135.

Serum IL-6 For 
Low and High Catastrophizers 
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This relationship is independent of pain ratings

Situational CAT



Edwards et al., J of Pain, 2004, 3:164 

Le
ss
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AT

? Is CAT associated
with PROLONGED
sensitization following
acute pain?

*

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pain CAT is stable in these acute pulpitis patients who returned 1-2 weeks after resolution of their pain for repeat testingHeat pain Thresholds were lower during the acute pain episode and increased by one degree, on average, when pain resolvedThe change in HPTh was INVERSELY correlated with P-CAT score, such that those individuals with higher pain CAT scores showed smaller increases with resolution of painOne interpretation of these data is that P-CAT prolongs sensitization to acute pain stimuliWe have been investigating whether pain CAT is associated with alterations in pain modulatory processes that suggest central sensitization
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				Pain CAT

		Acute Pulpitis		1.5

		Pain Free		1.3

				To update the chart, enter data into this table. The data is automatically saved in the chart.
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Sheet1

				Heat Pain Th

		Acute Pulpitis		43.4

		Pain Free		44.3

				To update the chart, enter data into this table. The data is automatically saved in the chart.
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Measure
Low CS
(N=17)

High CS
(N=21)

p value

Trait CAT 24.6 (15.4) 26.4 (11.7) 0.7

Situational CAT 0.4 (0.3) 1.4 (0.9) <.001

Daily Diary CAT 5.0 (8.2) 22.1 (20.2) 0.003 Campbell et al.,  2016

Adult sickle 
cell patients



• Situational Catastrophizing
• Inconsistently correlates with dispositional 

catastrophizing (healthy vs. arthritis vs. TMD) and 
depressive symptoms

36
Campbell et al., J of Pain, 2010, 11, 443-453.  

Trait AND Situational CAT



Genes

Heritability of CAT is estimated to be 37% 

…environmental contribution is estimated to be 63% 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
N=194 dizygotic twins and N=206 monozygotic twin pairs, aged 18-65Completed the PCS and underwent a laboratory cold pressor taskCAT -> CPT immersion time,tolerance, delayed pain (NOT attributable to shared genetics OR environment)



Pain Catastrophizing 
Develops Early

• Data suggest that 
CAT develops early in 
healthy people
– We see CAT in 

children and 
adolescents

38



Genes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
N=379 healthy participants (18-39) completed trait CAT, as well as measures of anxiety (STAI) and depression (BDI)Gentoyped 15 SNPs associated with pain, personality traits related to pain, or anxiety, depressionSNP rs1176744 on the serotonin receeptor 3B gene was associated with global CAT and helplessness and magnificantion scores



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Multiple interactions between preoperative pain intensity, anxiety, and CAT with pain-modulatory genes were observed in N=150 individuals undergoing arthroscopic shoulder surgery2 different IL6 SNPs interacted with CAT in predicting 12-month post-operative pain and upper extremity disability
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• Review findings on the effects of pain 
catastrophizing on various pain outcomes

• Identify pathophysiological mechanisms linking 
pain catastrophizing to clinical outcomes

• Discuss recent controversies and misconceptions 
about pain catastrophizing

42

Objectives:  Pain-related suffering



What are the pressing issues?
• CAT is a robust predictor of the individual’s 

experience of pain. 
– Yet there are inconsistencies that need to be 

understood
• There is a reasonable signal that CAT is 

associated with (even provokes?) 
mechanisms that contribute to pain and its 
perpetuation....it places people at risk for 
chronification
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What are the pressing issues?
• We know very little about the developmental 

and environmental factors that influence CAT 
over time

44



Words of caution
• Patients and their advocates express 

concern that health care providers use CAT 
to:
– Be dismissive about their suffering
– Blame them for their suffering
– Question the authenticity of their pain complaints

45Webster et al., Patient responses to the term pain catastrophizing...
J Pain, 2023 Feb;24(2):356-367 



In Closing
• I hope I have convinced you that CAT is a 

very important dimension of the experience 
of a subgroup of individuals experiencing 
pain that puts them at risk to experience 
more pain and disability, continue 
experiencing pain over time, develop central 
sensitization, leading to more pain and 
suffering.

• These patients need your respect, 
understanding, and care
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Thank you to the NIH     

And my many collaborators, particularly Claudia 
Campbell and Rob Edwards, among others:
S. Raja, MD  Pat Carroll, M.D.   P. Quartana, Ph.D.
M. Smith, PhD  C. Haywood, Ph.D. (deceased) B. Goodin, Ph.D. 
L.  Buenaver, PhD S. Lanzkron, M.D.  G. Page, RN, PhD
     
Numerous post-docs and the expert staff who run our studies 
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